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Artist Statement 
Emily Marie is a freelance illustrator based in Portland, Oregon. She 
enjoys drawing feminine characters and telling their stories, no mat-
ter how small. Telling stories focused on teenage girls is where her 
heart lies. She can always be found with her nose in a book living in 
her own fantasy worlds.

Emily graduated from Pacific Nortwest College of Art in 2021 with a 
major in illustration.
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Written Proposal
Stories that have always captured my attention are ones filled with fantasy and adventure but yet remain 
grounded in the real world. I loved filling my world with whimsy at every turn. If I couldn’t live in a world full 
of magic then I would find one that was. With a graphic novel picture book hybrid, I want to tell the story 
about a 14-year-old sorceress, Clara who wields night magic. She finds herself separated from her family 
and peers who all wield day magic. I will explore the themes of being different from everyone else around 
you and finding acceptance. 

Being an outcast is not a unique thing for a high schooler to go through but when you are different from 
your own family it is a  separate experience. I grew up with three siblings and while we are all very different 
from each other we were always able to be each other’s closest friends. My relationship with them growing 
up has been one of the biggest influences for me through high school and still to this day. With all of the 
pressures teenagers feel from parents, teachers, and friends it’s easy to isolate yourself to not disappoint 
anybody. This also connects to another area of interest which is what it’s like to be a teenage girl. There is a 
lot in the world that makes it hard to be one. Most things that are the interest of teenage girls also happen 
to be the butt of all jokes. Girls also tend to be held to a different standard than teenage boys. The main 
character in my story, Clara, has three older brothers and is the youngest of the bunch. She experiences 
pressures from her family and peers at school. Her night magic separates her from everyone she cares for. 
Her classmates fear her and what that means for them and avoid her, while her family doesn’t quite under-
stand her. The magic of this world is celestial and based around the sun and the moon. The people who are 
born with Day magic or Daybreakers are seen as gentler. Their magic is healing and controlled. Those who 
are born with Night magic or Night-wielders are seen as dangerous. They are rare and uncontrolled due to 
the mysterious nature of their magic. The play of literal light and dark in the narrative and the images will 
set the stage for Clara as she traverses through the story.

The visual language of this project is inspired by dark academia aesthetics and Western European archi-
tecture. I love the drama and whimsy from settings such as The University of Edinburgh and the University 
of Cambridge. There is also a level of romanticism and timelessness to this aesthetic and setting that will 
help add whimsy and magic to the story. Through this setting, I want it to add extra drama and gravitas for 
Clara. The tone is to be mature and fitting for those reading in the young adult genre instead of a typical 
picture book. Using the format of the hybrid, I will create a whimsical atmosphere by breaking where I can 
from the strict grid that graphic novels adhere to. This project will be marketed and made for young adult 
readers. In the framework of illustration, I want this project to entertain and help provide a space for teen-
agers to learn to accept who they are by joining Clara’s journey. The demographic that I want to make work 
for has always been teenage girls. There is a lot of bias around teenage girls and their interests.
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A lot of their interests are largely ridiculed and used to put them down and feel in-
ferior. Through this project, I want to give a story to these girls about finding accep-
tance from themselves as well as those closest to you. Ultimately I want them to see 
themselves in the pages and be able to find acceptance within themselves. 

This project will be a printed book with 32 pages with a final print size of 8.5x11. 
I will be using digital tools to create my spreads. The project will have full color. I 
work primarily in Procreate and I start with a loose sketch that I then refine. From 
here I pick out my colors and lighting and end up with a rough approximation of 
what the finished piece will look like. I then move on to lineart and flats. Finally, I  
finish rendering with overlays and filters.   

As an avid reader, I grew up reading series such as Percy Jackson and Harry Pot-
ter that gave me my first taste of fantasy and adventure and it didn’t take long for 
me to be completely hooked. The blending of real-life and fantasy is where I love 
to live. Some other influences are Strawberry Moon by Laia Lopez and Laura Dean 
keeps Breaking Up With Me by Mariko Tamaki. The visual styles in both of these 
works have largely influenced my visual style for this project. Strawberry moon also 
takes a format meant for younger audiences and flip it for a more mature audience. 
This project fits into my body of work as I have previously worked with nameless 
characters and now I’m taking these characters and fleshing them out in a narrative 
all on their own. Publishing and creating my own stories is what I have been work-
ing towards during school. 

Through this project, I want to tell a story about finding acceptance within yourself 
and those closest to you. I want this project to be a fantasy space that teenage girls 
can enjoy. This project is about finding yourself but having family and friends close 
by. Even if these readers can’t find friends or family I want them to at least have 
Clara. 
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Abstract
 In Night-Wielder there are two different factions of magic. There are the Day-Break-
ers that wield day magic and find themselves in the majority. Then they are the 
Night-Wielders. Due to an ancient feud and myth find themselves as outcasts in their 
society. Upon entering the Celeste Academy of Sorcery. Clara soon finds herself isolat-
ed when it is publicly revealed that she is a night-wielder. Through the narrative, she 
has to come face to face with her own insecurities to reconnect with her family.

This project has an emphasis on family. I particularly wanted to focus on the relation-
ships that you build between siblings especially when you are close and how major 
changes can influence those bonds.
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Oral
 Hello everyone, my name is Emily Ferguson and I want to thank everyone for 
coming to my thesis Defense. 

Nightwielder is a 32-page graphic novel book dummy that focuses on Clara a four-
teen-year-old sorceress that wields magic that separates her from her family as well 
as her peers.

Night Wielder is a contemporary low- fantasy story. Inspired by places such as 
Endibourugh Scotland and Gothic aesthetics lives the story and magic of my 
world.

In Night-Wielder there are two different factions of magic. There are the 
Day-Breakers that wield day magic and find themselves in the majority. Then 
they are the Night-Wielders. Due to an ancient feud and myth find themselves 
as outcasts in their society. Upon entering the Celeste Academy of Sorcery. Clara 
soon finds herself isolated when it is publicly revealed that she is a night-wielder. 
Through the narrative, she has to come face to face with her own insecurities to 
reconnect with her family. 

This project has an emphasis on family. I particularly wanted to focus on the rela-
tionships that you build between siblings especially when you are close and how 
major changes can influence those bonds. Clara has three older brothers and has 
been chasing after them her whole life. When she is finally old enough to attend 
the same school as them she finds herself thrown into a spiral of self-doubt and 
loathing. Her entire family are Day-Breakers. They take pride in their heritage and 
have prejudices that are commonplace against night-wielders. Clara has been 
hearing these things her whole life and when she finds out she is one her world 
starts to cave in on itself as she is terrified that she will lose the close realtionship 
that she has with her brothers. 

Nightwielder | Page 3 | Digital
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Overview:
 
This semester has brought many different challenges. From a week-long power outage 
to many more unexpected surprises that kept throwing hurdles in my plan. Night-wielder 
has seen many different changes from the proposal to now. The initial project ending up 
being downsized from a fully completed 32-page graphic novel to a book dummy with 
a few completed sample pages to give a taste of what the final project would look like. 
Continuous hurdles as well as the project just being more intense than what I thought it 
would be led to me downsizing my initial vision not once but twice so that I would have 
something to show to you guys today.

I created Night-wielder for teenage girls to have a story that reflected some of the 
unique experiences and expectations that they face from family, friends, and society. 
Girls experience more stress in their interpersonal lives and face higher rates of depres-
sion. There tends to be higher expectations from parents and teachers for girls to pre-
form well academically compared to boys. Clara’s story focuses on change and discovery 
and the changes that happen when you enter high school. When you enter high school, 
everything can feel new. Some people have friends that follow and others have to start 
all over with people that they have never met. Last semester I proposed a full-color 32-
page graphic novel that told the story of Clara as she entered the Celeste Academy of 
Sorcery. 

Clara has been waiting to go to Celeste Academy of Sorcery since she was little. She 
heard fantastical stories from her parents and then later her brothers.

You can only start attending once you turn 14. She comes from a strong line of Day-
breakers who have a bit of prejudice against Night-Wielders

,A rare type of sorcery that is feared due to their uncontrolled power and the line of a 
dark history that surrounds them.

Upon entering the Academy your magic soon develops itself. While in a class it be-
comes apparent that Clara is a Night-Wielder. Immediately after her very public reveals 
to her classmates she becomes isolated from them.

Nightwielder | Page 4 | Digital
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 Her family also soon hears and while trying to be supportive of her also have 
to deal with the prejudices that they have been living with. She ignores let-
ters that her older brothers send her afraid of hearing them say all the mean 
things that she has heard them spout over the years. On top of her family 
issues, she is also dealing with cruel classmates that are making her school life 
miserable

As she becomes more and more isolated, a Day-Breaker, Aspen, extends an 
olive branch during a class project. He is persistent and constantly seeking 
her out. He pushes her to finally confront herself on how she’s feeling and 
finally gives herself the courage to open an incoming letter from her brother

 Caspian, and is moved when she finds love instead of the hate she had con-
vinced herself that she was worthy of. 
Night-wielder was also my first time stretching myself and becoming both 
writer and creator. I had to change my mindset from just illustrating key mo-
ments of a story to now having  to show the entire thing. It was a very in-
timidating and overwhelming process but once I finally felt these characters 
coming to life and the more that I worked on the story, it slowly evolved and 
started taking on a life of its own. This was also my first time trying my hand 
at world building. I had written cute short stories but they were only a couple 
pages long and grounded in our world. Building this world was immenasly 
satisfying to me. I loved deicidng why certain things the way that they are. If I 
didn’t have the thesis dealine looming over me I might even still be building 
this world till I reached Simillarion type levels of lore.
I decided that I wanted this to be a graphic novel because the audience 
that I wanted to tell this story for is much more likely to decide and pick up 
a graphic novel rather than a picture book. While envision Claras story there 
were moments that I coud specifically see in my head layed out in pannels.In 
the end for the way I wanted to tell the sory it just made the most sense for it 
to be in the format of a graphic novel.

I was also constantly editing on the fly. When I wrote the script I only had stars 
in my eyes and the sky was the limit for what I could produce. When it came 
time to finally putting 

Nightwielder | Page 7 | Digital
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pencil to paper a lot of the more ambitious spreads and pages I had to simplify for my own 
sanity. I was spening too much time on certain panels and then when looking at my docu-
ment would quickly become overwhelmed at the amount of work ahead of me. I was simply 
moving at a slower pace than I what I needed to be moving at. If time wasn’t an issue and 
I had more time I would have loved to illustrate my initial ideas from my script. In the time 
frame, it was just becoming more and more unrealistic and it was causing me enough stress 
to where it was easier to come up with a solution than it was to execute the initial vision. 
Looking at my work as not just as an artist but as an editor was a welcomed change and one 
that I anticipate exploring more in the future. 

Process:

Characters are the heart of my stories and are the first things that I layout and draw. It was 
never epic world building like in Lord of the Rings that would draw me in. For me it was 
stories were the characters were what lead the story forward like in Six of Crows. Despite my 
new love for world building, I need a contection with the characters to be interested enough 
to finish the story. This translates over to when I was creating Night-Wielder. The text and 
the story are secondary in the beginning to figuring out the character’s visual appearance 
and personality. Figuring out who the heart of my story and then creating the narrative 
around them is what works for me. When creating and designing a character I try to envision 
what they might be doing along side me. Late night drives by myself are where my charac-
ters are born. When the roads are empty and preferable with a drink from the nearby coffee 
stand in hand. I imagine the character sitting in my passenger seat and responding to the 
things around me thats happening. This can range from if I can picture them liking the song 
i’m listening to, how they would react to a rude driver, to if they would prefer to grab a late 
night bite from Mcdonalds or Wendy’s. If anyone stared at me at a red light they would think 
I’m crazy asking questions to a passenger that doesn’t exist.   
 
Clara’s final design was created and finalized very early into the proposal phase of my proj-
ect and experienced very few changes. Envision these characters in a setting and keeping 
them consistent throughout my project stretched my mind and abilities more than I had 
been before.  

Nightwielder | Page 6 | Digital
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Originally Clara was a very different character. She was very confident and cocky and was at a 
later part in her life and the entire story that I had with both her and Aspen was very different. 
The more time I spent with her, the more that I realized there was a story behind the confidence 
and how she got there. I re-wound time so that I could explore Clara when she had no confi-
dence. This left me with a big question mark in my story for a long time. I had built up a differ-
ent plot in my mind for these characters for when they were 17-18 and solidly in an older YA sto-
ry. The vague backstory that I had in place now needed to be fleshed out. Again my late night 
drives were what brought the finally clarity for me on what needed to happen. I had a “therapy” 
session with Clara and was able to dissect where her future bravado and confidence came from 
and thats where this plot was born. Again, people in the Wendy’s parking lot were probably 
wondering what the hell I was doing. 

Once I had finished the script it was on to making the words come off the page. Like with my 
illustrations I started off with thumbnails. I keep them very rough and loose and let them be the 
skeleton for the finished piece by drawing over them. This phase of the project was much harder 
than I had anticipated. While some pages felt effortless and I had everything figured out others 
turned out to be laborious and I had to redo multiple times before I felt like I had gotten a com-
position that both looked appealing and also told the story that I wanted to tell.
 
The pencils. Oh, do I have a lot to say about the pencils?  Boy, did I underestimate how much 
time these would take me to complete.  I spent a lot of my time going through and doing the 
sketches for every page. This step ended up taking way longer, so I ended up downsizing my 
project here from being fully realized to a book dummy in order to both save my sanity and my 
wrist. I had many screenshots of previous sketches, as well as a few finished pieces of Clara that 
I referenced constantly to help make sure that I kept her character consistent. At this point, I 
could probably draw her with my eyes closed. Google and Pinterest were my wonderful com-
panions as I searched endlessly for references from gothic castles to alchemic instruments. My 
camera roll also has also become home to hundreds of pictures of me posing as well.

The relief that came when I got to move on to one of my favorite steps was indescribable. Lines 
are my favorite part of the process because my brain is allowed to shut off. The hard part is 
done and the steps that follow are things that I have done over and over again for the past four 
years. I like to have clean lines so that I have very clear guides on where to put my color. Seeing 
The pages I had chosen going from messy sketches to a more final step was one of my favorite 
feelings that I had during the entire process.

Nightwielder | Page 12 | Digital
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Color can either be my worst nightmare or my best friend. Some pages were easier than 
others and it took a lot of trial and error. A step that I for-go’ed was doing a color comp 
before moving on to my lines. I skipped it in order to hopefully speed up my process but if 
I was to redo it I would have gone back and done them in order to save me a headache on 
some of these pages. I had a hard time with the color palette on certain pages and with my 
lines being really tight It was hard for me to figure out colors without feeling like I was a tod-
dler coloring outside the lines. If I could have changed it I would have gone back and done 
a color study before moving on to final lines. I had finalized Clara’s color palette in October 
of last year, so whenever I was stuck I went back to my fundamentals and built the page 
around her color palette.

The way I render isn’t anything fancy or special. Its softer cell shading with some highlights. 
This semseter I switched both my hardware and software, specifically because I knew what I 
was getting myself into with this project. Both the new program and tablet made my life so 
much easier when it came time to shading because I was now no longer limited to my Ipads 
limited file size and layer limits. I love this step when everything starts to come together and 
is no longer flat and the character actually starts to look alive. 
The very last step is my special effects and text bubbles. I love adding sparkles wherever I 
can and adding all the glowing effects on this spread really helped ties everything together 
for me and it turned into the central page that it needed to be for both the book and for 
the narrative itself. This page that I just showed you the progress for is exactly in the center 
of my story and from a wonderful handout I was given from my script writing teacher Ja-
son Macnamara, this is typically the lowest point in the story. Clara world is crashing down 
around her and I wanted this moment to be slow and a dramatic. By having more panels I 
was able to slow down time and  wanted to the scene to explode into a full bleed image to 
propvide a showstopper image and to also break the borders of the panel much like how 
her current world feels broken with this revelation. 

Nightwielder | Page 14 | Digital
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 Influences:

One of my biggest influences is Tomer Hanuka. His works provide a sense of character and 
personality that I find to be really successful.One of my favortie pieces that he has  made 
was the cover for Cinder. In this piece he uses the contrast from the heavily saturated pink 
to the duller blue to help establish the sci-fi elements of the novel. His composition also 
helps masterfully guide the eye around all of the different elements that help paint a fuller 
picture of who this character is 
 
Another one of my biggest influences is Laia Lopez. She places a heavy focus on charac-
ters in her illustrations. The amount of detail that she puts into her characters leaves my 
constantly coming back to her illustrations to pull inspiration from. She has a knack for 
capturing their emotions whether humorous or devastated. Her books were also on a 
constant stand by  while I worked. Whenever I was stuck or didn’t know how to solve a 
problem, I could look to her books and see how she solved it and it would give me a spark 
of inspiration to finally solve that problem.
       
I have also had countless novels that have inspired me.mHarry Potter and Percy Jackson 
were series that I read in late elementary school that had gotten me hooked into reading. 
They felt like outside escapes from my boring ten-year-old life.

They were these massive modern fantasy worlds that had a message that anyone can be-
come extraordinary, and for a little girl who felt trapped in a town much too small, reading 
and rereading these books let me feel like I was a hero right alongside Harry and Percy. 
Growing up was realizing that these characters weren’t infallible and had flaws and insecu-
rities. Accepting them and overcoming them was what made them relatable and real in a 
way that their magic and powers couldn’t.

Reading is still one of my biggest escapes from the real world and Modern Fantasy books 
are my favorite to read. I love the idea that magic is hidden around the corner for anybody 
to find and that through the pages of a novel you are let into a secret of what is actually 
going on in the world around you.

I also enjoy the themes of identity found in series and coming of age such as in The Dark 
artifices, as well as The Lunar Chronicles, found in the genre of young adults, and the more 
I read, the more I want to create work within the genre.   

Nightwielder | Page 16 | Digital
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Project in Culture:   
   
This project serves as a stepping stone and inspiration for the story going forward. I 
wanted to make this project into something that I could conceivable achieve in the very
 limited time frame that I was given. When it came time for the midterm review I was 
anxious. I had two former PNCA student, Searrea Miller and Maria Frantz who both are 
working professionally and knew exactly what the thesis process is. I was surprised when 
one of the first things I was told was that they felt like the story should be longer. While 
creating the work, I kept pictering what happened after the final page and all the antics that 
Clara and her new friend Aspen could get into. The panelists were enthusiastic to 
encourage me to flesh it out into a 200-page graphic novel. Unfortunately, Thesis is only 14 
weeks and 200 pages is just a bit too much to accomplish in that time frame. This did 
however give me the confidence to start considering what I am going to do with this 
project after graduation. I feel like Clara has a lot more story to tell and I want to take her 
story and what I have done and revise it into a pitch for a longer form graphic novel so I 
can delve further into her world. Thematically I want to explore the system of magic and 
how it works instead of just using it as a narrative device to set Clara apart from her peers. I 
want to go back and write Clara as the more confident gal she initially was but now with this 
deeper understanding of her character that I now have.

Graphic novels are skyrocketing in popularity right now especially in the middle-grade field. 
My project currently fits into an older middle grade and on the younger side of YA. The next 
step that I am taking for my project is to take what I have and turn it into a pitch packet that 
I can go and query for agents. In its current form, it doesn’t quite fit into the marketplace, 
but thesis has allowed me to flex my muscle and allow me to get a dry run at the whole 
process at a much smaller scale.

One of the publishers that I’ve looked into is Oni press. They are local and have released 
books such as Moon Cakes and former PNCA graphic novel instructor,  Jonathan Hills 
recent book Odessa. I have had the pleasure of getting to hear about how their pitch 
selection process works during my intro to graphic novel class my junior year and would 
love to work with them.

First Second publishing has also been really big with notable titles such as Laura Jean keeps 
breaking up with me, and This one Summer. They have been putting out graphic novels that 
reach more into the YA space than middle grade, and despite YA not being as popular is 
still the genre that I want to create work in. 

Nightwielder | Page 17 | Digital
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Graphic novels are also overwhelming finding themselves in the hands of young female 
readers. This shift in the demographic of readers motivates me more so that I can give them 
stories that they can feel reflected in some of their own experiences. For a long time the 
market has been filled with stories aimed towards boys. While girls can still enjoy those, the 
impact of a story of a reader is much greater when the reader feels themselves and their 
experiences reflected at them off the page. 

This change reminded me of when I was in middle school and high school when the Hunger 
Games was huge and it sparked a moment when movies started to tell stories where wom-
en were the leads in these big blockbuster movies. While I was still able to enjoy previous 
blockbuster films like Harry Potter, it meant something else to me when the person saving 
the day was someone I could see myself as.  

With the current artwork I have created, I plan to put them up on my website. My cover for 
Nightweilder is also the current postcard I am using to cold email art directors and my main 
piece that I am promoting myself with. But for now these finished pieces serve as a sample 
for my pitch packet on what potentially the whole book could look like if it was to be picked 
up for a book deal. 

Conclusion:

 This project has been a huge learning experience. It has brought me epic highs and epic 
lows but what it did give me was confidence in myself to take a story and flesh it out with 
characters and a narrative. Clara has become a dear friend to me and I look forward to tak-
ing this project and continuing on. Thank you guys so much for coming to my thesis presen-
tation and I am now open for questions!

Nightwielder | Page 23 | Digital
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Creative Brief:

Project Vision: Audience: Methods and Materials:

Comparative Media: Marketplace Application:

Night-wielder is a 32 page separate ended 
graphic novel book dummy that
follows Clara a 14 year old sorceress who 
becomes isolated when discovered that 
she has magic that makes her different 
from her family.

I want my audience to be tenneagers 
(ages 14- 18) primarily, with a focus on 
teenage girls in particular. Night-wield-
er adresses the feelings and insecurites 
that happen when you finally enter 
high school

I am working digitally using clip studio 
paint and photoshop.

My project is comparable to the tea drag-
on society and nightlights in terms of  size 
and overall visual appearance. 

I want this project to serve as a jumping 
off point for me to query agents and try 
to get my foot in the publishing world. 
Publishers that I have done some re-
search into that have published similar 
content is Oni press and Flying eye pub-
lishers.
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Dedicated to my wonderful siblings

Jay, Nadine, and Joey. May we forever 

cause mayhem together.
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